WILL TRY NEW FEATURE IN CLASS

New Class Just Started! Will Work High School Students To Give Better Instruction.

The department of political science will take a new departure this semester in its new course in political law and practice. The course, which is conducted by Professor ITTILL, will be carried on by a famous method.

This method is according to theoretical advances arranged by the leaders in educational work. According to recent treatises on the subject, all courses, even in history, English, etc., should use the historical method in their teaching.

In this course the method taken will be to organize the class into interest groups for studying advanced topics. The liberal type will carry on its political business in the manner of the actual assembly would do. For instance on a given reform, the class will become the lower of the state legislatures, on another merging the congress and the student will be assigned to study the students. It is planned to take easy gatherings such as class meetings, literary societies, and other activities in the class the morning and gradually work to bigger things.

FINAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR BIG PARTY MADE

Leaves Rejoicing Over Anticipation of Post-Exam Events—To Be Excluded.

Final arrangements for the big law day, to be held on next Friday night at Majestic Hall, are complete and the club is raped by a whoop. The band will perform the entire program the committee has prepared for this occasion. The poster is unique in form being in the style of all original posters, which serves officially every member of the Law School to receive that night. Nightlighting which by his choice among the many will trip the light fantastic to the most exquisite music.

The Punch Bowl will not necessarily upon the Code of Iowa and the ceremonies will be in no wise oppose the teachings of the Statue himself. The Punch Bowl has only interested in the secret code and as it can get more than his legal appointments for all those Punch Bowl, all is right in his country and hence the Bowl will prevail.

The programs are fresh from the press and the Iowa reporeter was a good kind of a fellow, which will make a match for the forbidden sheet, each dance is associated with the own individual name taken right out of the life of the individual and in a part of a list of boxes of punch, the arrangement was a genius and his efforts will produce memorable laughter.

PROGRAM IS READY FOR THE JUBILEE

ALL FEATURES OF BIG AFFAIR HAVE BEEN ARRANGED FOR BY COMMITTEE.

Stunts Will Be Staged—"Mack and Jeff Will Make You Laugh" on Front Street.

Everything is in readiness for the biggest one-night show of the season. The committee has arranged the program. The stage manager has secured all the props. The electric appliance have been carefully inspected by the laboratory class and the stage is prepared for the gala of the spotlight. The post cards publicize at this time on this year's Iowa shows at least and the committee has worked to improve its success. No adaption will be charged and every one in the university is invited to attend. Many and new scenes have been worked out and some of the best scenes in the line like dramatic art will appear on the program in one role or another.

Following the program as it now stands:

1—Overture. The College Song.
   They will also play between acts.
2—A Modern Show. An opera that is a hit of the season.
3—Marching Laws. A trial of the state board of education for trying to remove the engineer from the law.
4—Irving Literary Society, entitled "The Moon Shot." When Iowa goes down in 1920 as seen by a poet. The cast is large, the costumes are of the latest, and the program is all right.
5—Phi Alpha Gamma, a general club in the form of a play, "The Philosopher Army." No. 8—Cosmopolitan Club. A take off on the Honor System.
6—Girl's Athletic Association, "A Dance Party".
7—Iowa Club. "The Bowl Party." It is a big hit and the Iowa Club, as it should be, is a big success.
8—The Punch Bowl. "The Bowl Party." It is a big hit and the Punch Bowl, as it should be, is a big success.
9—The Phi Alpha Gammas, a club, take a walk on the honor system.
10—Girl's Athletic Association, "A Dance Party.
11—Iowa Club. "The Bowl Party." It is a big hit and the Iowa Club, as it should be, is a big success.
12—The engineers.

SEWING CLASS TODAY

This afternoon at four o'clock there will be the class in sewing and calling. This is the week the students will be given to these classes and as they are only to last six weeks every girl should take advantage of the few chances that are offered. Mrs. F. W. Ruckwood will have charge of the class. Come early and avoid the rush.

HAVERWE PHOTO NOTICE.

All pictures of miscellaneous, in-class, and class debate teams, and all pictures of homecoming must be in by Wednesday, February 11th, if they are to appear in the Haverwe.

B. C. Brown, Foreman Kiteer.

LST TALK OF V.W. SERIES TONIGHT

Mrs. Wilson to Have for Her Sub- ject, "The upstairs berth of the Dog"—Lost of Seise.

Tonight at Club hall Mrs. Wilson will give the last of the Iowa W. C. T. A. pages. The college women and her debut. Mrs. Wilson's name is theurga who will pay. This talk includes a very important topic which has been longed for. Two women have been lead by Mrs. Beets, and Mrs. Aurier and it is earnest that Mrs. Wilson will have something to offer for every girl.

The committee nominating the officers for the coming association has taken over and the proper committee has been submitted at this meeting. Every association girl should be there to hear the report in order that at the next meeting she may vote correctly.

HAVERWE MENS CHAIR

SOME NEW METHODS

See Special Days for Organization of clubs to get in THESE Pictures.

In order to avoid confusion and overcrowding at the studios, and to enable the department editors to keep their material, in better shape, the management of the Hawkeye has adopted a new system of grading in the college. The grading is in pictures of perhaps the various university organizations. Beginning tomorrow, one will be given to each organization and its pictures for its pictures. All foresees the society, the Punch Bowl, the Inter-collegiate and the Inter-society group meetings must have their pictures by in Westerly, February 11.

The last week will be given to another class of organizations, probably the fraternity and societies, and or to university organizations in general, such as historical societies. In this way the photographers will be enabled to finish the work in good season, instead of having to do it at the last moment.

The poster pictures are all in the hands of the editors now and have been sent to the engraver. The Punch Bowl is expected to be bigger and better than ever. Special artists have been engaged to do the designing, special leaders of the hobbies have been secured, and in addition to these things, the staff is exerting every effort to make each department the "best of the kind."

Executive editors have been put in the return of Ambrose Powers, the popular cartoonist, who contributed so greatly the interest and amusement of the Hawkeye readers. Powers was brought home to make a newspaper last fall, as many will remember, and has now returned.
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people are more in the world who can speak out of a world of experience such as Rev. Lowe has. His message is not taken from his luxury and experience of others but it is the result of the life of a man who has seen every phase of life and who has a rich and prizing experiences behind him from which to draw. The students of the university should hear him this evening. They will receive a benefit which is indescribable. The Y.W.C.A. should be congratulated on their efforts to bring this great speaker here.

Y. W. C. A. WORK.

What a body of earnest young women can do to be evidenced by the fact that the Y. W. C. A. not only draws hats but that there but has been conducted at Cleo hall a series of classes instructing the young women in fancy sewing. These classes have been conducted for some time and there will be a class tomorrow afternoon. Much interest has been manifested in this phase of Y. W. C. A. work, many girls have received a great deal of benefit from the afternoon classes held there.

OTHER COLLEGES

At the annual competition held by the later-colloquial Architectural Federation, the Beloit submitted by the students of Pennsylvania won two out of the sixteen awards, five going to Cornell and two to Harvard.

Students at Cornell are now asked to judge their examinations papers. The honor system has now been altered so that students are now given a second chance if found cheating. The second offense, however, causes expulsion.

According to statistics compiled at Harvard by the athletic authorities about 1666 students participated in the first three tournaments of the college year. More participated in football than in any other line of sport.

The zoetic Pennsylvania has been chartered by an architectural exper for the University of Florida. A. R. of Columbus, Ohio, is the architect for the expedition to the upper Amazon. The expedition will be under Abert Langer, a Dechon ex. He is the captain who has ever penetrated these regions. A moving picture machine and some blank phonograph records will be included in the expedition.

University of Washington. The wrestling meet will be held in full dress attire this week and have their pictures taken. This picture of physical outfits in evening dress is expected to be some prize.

SYRIAN PROSPERITY. The reason prosperity was not continued the first growing season in the world. A shell is moved in a large pool and by means of gasoline driven propellers, the effect of river current is produced.

NOTICE

Will the person who exchanged dress hat at Co. A armory, Private evening call 518 R.

Subscribers for the Iowa Journal $1.50.

ASSOCIATED WITH THE FARMER LOAN & TRUST CO.

COMBINED CAPITAL AND SURPLUS FUNDS $100,000.00

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

A SUGGESTION TO STUDENTS

Open a checking account at the First National, with the funds you pay out for your expenses.

This plan allows you to keep your money in the bank longer and prevents you from paying it out by check as required, to the person named above.

The First National Bank

IOWA CITY, IOWA

THE SEASONS EVENT

The Minneapolis Orchestra, EMIL OBERHORFER, Conductor

First and only appearance of the full orchestra of eighty-five men in Iowa.

Monday, February 10

Matinee and Evening Cedar Rapids City Auditorium

Prices: 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50

Boxes, $2.50

For Particulars Address

COE COLLEGE CONSERVATORY

CEDAR RAPIDS

Peoples Steam Laundry

Either Goss or Domestic Finish

Work Called for a d Delivered

C. J. TOMS

Proprietor

Phone 285 Iowa Avenue

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

On The Corner

College Stationery

Fountain Pens

Daily Papers and Magazines

DOROTHY DE FRANCE

Sally Solledge No. 6, R. and Assistant

DOROTHY DE FRANCE

Sally Solledge No. 6, R. and Assistant

SALLY SOLLEDGE

No. 6, R. and Assistant

SHOE REPAIRING

Baker St. Papers and Packages

Baker St. Papers and Packages

Best Workmanship at

The Pure Food Emporium

We cater to the class of people who are interested in what they eat but object to being "held up" on the price. We only wish to prove to you that it is possible for a housewife to get good quality food for less than the price the large stores charge.

GEO. D. BARTH GROCER

6 and 8 So. Clinton Street

WIENEKES' Arcade Bookstore

The Fountain Pen Store

Note Books Drawing Instruments and Student's Supplies

A choice line of Cards
Bells! Bells! Bells! Bells!
Don't Fail to Hear the
Chimes of Normandy
one of the world's funniest and
most tuneful comic operas,
as presented by the
UNIVERSITY AND IOWA CITY CHORAL
SOCIETY AND ORCHESTRA
Wednesday Evening, Feb. 19
at the
Engleart Theatre
This will be the greatest musical production
ever staged by local talent in Iowa City.
Music, Acting, and Costumes will be of highest quality.

Reserve the Date!

The Interior of Your Store
is judged from your display windows.
Attractive and well-lighted windows are essential.
Many a sale is made the night before.
Light up and try it.
Phone 121 and have our salesmen call and help you figure out
a new lighting system for your windows.

Iowa City Light & Power Co.
The public utility that gives the square deal.

of the 10,312 athletes graduating from Yale since 1855, comparatively
few have died of heart trouble. This fact seems to explode the old
theory of athletes proving injurious to
the heart.

The new open style of the basket
ball game as employed by the Min
nesota Valley teams this year, is
proving to be very popular. It is claimed
that the open style is a
much faster game and that
more
goals are made besides a great deal
of the roughness is eliminated.

One of the most exciting
occurrences in basketball for
years happened when Harry F. Sklar, a former Minn
nesota football star and All-Western
Football team in 1900, was
injected with an experienced man in their
natural

HOURS FOR MEALS
DINNER, 11:00 to 6:00
SUPPER, 5:00 to 7:00
SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS
INVESTIGATE FOR YOURSELF

THE WHOLE TRUTH
AND NOTHING SHORT OF IT
We've got the goods—all Stand­
ard Makes of Typewriters—and
at your price. What's the Use of
Paying 8.00 or More for a Typew­
riter? We sell you the same
machine Guaranteed with the same
service for half the money.

A TIMELY TIP
Get next to our Eight Grade
Hand-Book Paper and Fairly Stationary,
An extensive line of Ty pe­
writer Pads and many a Happy
Gift, Repair and Clean Typewriters
24 1-2 S. CLINTON STREET
PHONE 1491 B

of the basketball teams of the
Missouri University in 1900, is
alerting that the University of Minnesota has
I
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natural

of the basketball teams of the
Missouri University in 1900, is
alerting that the University of Minnesota has

The University of Utah was forced
to come in Feb., 1891 because 1,300
students declared a holiday in order
to celebrate their football victory
over Colorado college.

The first platform to be initiated
into the Phi Beta Kappa is Webb
Field. He is said to be the
millinarian's son to be elected
to this national scholastic fraternity.

The athletic column of the Miami
Student contains an article, headed
"Memories of Miami," which con­
tains Ben. Withfield told, who is a
graduate of that institution.

According to statistics compiled by
the athletic authorities of Harvard,
1,300 men took part in athletics dur­
ing the first three months of the
year. Football led all other branch­
es of sports, 187 men reporting for
work.

...the Tiger tasted defeat in basket­
ball for the first time this season,
at the hands of the Kansas Jay­
hawks, the new member of the con­
ference.

---

There will be a meeting of the
freshman class on the following
after

Hygiene lecture Sunday afternoon.
Daily Kansas

FREED CROWNS AT HARPARD.
The Harvard Dental school offers
service in all Harvard offices practically free, the charges
being made for the cost of materials.

WOULD AID MURPHY.
Mr. Griffin will not meet his
Professor Murphy class today.
For the next hour please complete
the first book of Paradise Lost.
Daily Princeton

WELL LET UP.
University students and business
men of Columbia gave Mr. Wise
the Wabash conductor, a gold basket
for Christmas. The latest cost
$125.

The graduates of Columbia,
being officers

a -
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PROF. WASSAM HAS MUSEUM ADDITION

$1,400,000

Is a conservative estimate of the money spent in Iowa City every year by the students and faculty members of the University.

Are you getting your share of this enormous trade? No?

Persistent advertising is the only thing that will ever help you get it.

Talk to 3000 students, faculty members and rooming house keepers through the columns of THE DAILY IOWAN

$1,400,000

Be well represented by Principal men. The plan has been adopted by Governor Wilson and efforts will be made to have Iowa students in the parade.

The first forestry course ever given at the University of Wisconsin was inaugurated January 17. Students in the course will study in the university at Madison until April 14. After this date they will work in the state forests, reserves in the northern part of the state. The course will last two years.

Carleton College is to have a new gymnasium which is to cost $400,000. It will be started in the building will be erected at present but not half of the entire building will be open.

FULL HOUSE GREET "THE SPRING MAID"

Best Musical Comedy That Has Come to Iowa City Well Received Last Night.

Another hit was scored last night when a full house greeted "The Spring Maid" at Ringer's theatre. The play was a musical comedy, proved very popular with the large audience. Strains of "Day Dreamers" and "Two Little Love Bows" were heard coming from many lips as the curtain dropped.

The Princess Bonse played the stilt part and took it right. Price the time she first came on the stage and said a word of praise from the delighted audience till the drop came, this fell for the last time she was on the center of attraction and never did she fail the expectant audience. Princess Aladar who played opposite the princess made another decided hit.

Three hours elapsed from the time the first virtual tear fell on the stage but the audience was lost through the entire performances. The three changes of scene dropped somewhat but exciting these there was something interesting doing at the time. The chantages were put, and were for the most part copied of persons who were able to sing.

Advertisement in the Iowa. It paid.

Pastime Theatre

Today

LATEST ANIMATED WEEKLY.

Around the World in 23 minutes.

THE STRANGER AT THE NOOK RANCH.

Beautiful California Scenery.

WHEN AN OLD MAID GETS BEST.

Pine Solar Comedy.

TOMORROW.

THE MASCOT OF THE BOX OFFICE.

A splendid Ellen Hess — no feature.

Don't Read This

It's Only an Ad

How About That Suit or Coat

Ladies' Tailoring, a Specialty

Iowa Tailors

Successors to SHAFER & CO.

Next Door to 5 and 10c Store on Clinton St.